Online learning
with a difference
• Real teachers
• Real time lessons
• Oxford’s quality content

Online English language courses for young
learners, adults, and business professionals

An innovative ‘anytime, anywhere’
language learning solution
Created by Oxford University Press and
Eleutian Technology, TeachCast with Oxford
enables students to learn at their own pace
with US Certified teachers who are native
speakers using Oxford’s quality content.

Access to live lessons and self-study resources
1 Daily live lessons with qualified,
native speaking teachers

2 An interactive learning platform
for self-study

 Live lessons, repeated several times each

 Self-study modules can be accessed as many

week, with Eleutian’s US certified teachers
via video conference.
 In live lessons, students communicate directly

with the teacher using the chat tab.
 Lessons are recorded so that students can

watch them as many times as they choose.

times as students choose.
 Progress tracking and LMS functionality make

it easy to assess each student’s progress.
 Quizzes (self-test checks) monitor progress

throughout the course.

Tried and tested content
TeachCast with Oxford offers three of Oxford’s most successful courses:
 Let’s Go for children
 Headway for young adults and adults
 Business Venture for professionals who want to improve their

English for business purposes.
Plus:
 Oxford Online Placement Test for assessing students’ language levels.

Safe and secure
Eleutian’s technology ensures students’ security and privacy
at all times when using TeachCast with Oxford.

Let’s Go – the course for young learners
of English, now on TeachCast with Oxford
Millions of children around the
world have learned English using
Let’s Go!
Let’s Go has sold more than 26 million copies.
Teachers and students love using it because
they see success from the very first lesson. It gets
children talking straightaway with conversation
and question and answer practice.

LIVE

Let’s Go is a 7-level course that:
 teaches each language pattern step by step

 provides lessons that are systematic, clear and

and repeats it with plenty of practice, which
leaves every child feeling ‘I can do it!’.

involving, so children always know what to do.

 uses children’s natural skills through music

and movement with the acclaimed Carolyn
Graham’s songs, chants and drum tracks – so
they will remember the language and build
their fluency.

 monitors progress with regular quizzes, mid-

and end-term tests.

Headway, the world’s most trusted
general English course for young adults
and adults, on TeachCast with Oxford
More than 100 million students have learned
English with Headway. Headway’s proven
methodology places a strong focus on
grammar, vocabulary, and the four skills:
listening, speaking, reading, and writing.

Headway is a 10-level course that:

LIVE

 uses thought-provoking, contemporary

texts and illustrations to engage young
adults and adults in their learning.
 prepares students for communicating in

English in everyday situations.
 develops natural-sounding English,

teaching students the correct stress and
intonation so that their English is easily
understood.
 monitors their progress using the

end-of-unit quiz.

Headway is available in
10 levels on TeachCast
with Oxford, from
A1-B2 (beginner to
upper-intermediate).

Business Venture, for business professionals
who want to communicate confidently
across cultures and countries – now on
TeachCast with Oxford
Business Venture takes students from A1-A2 (low
beginner to pre-intermediate) level so that they can
communicate in a range of business situations
in other countries and cultures.

LIVE

Business Venture is a 3-level course providing:
 lessons with a clear focus so students know exactly what they are learning.
 speaking and listening practice activities to build confidence and

communication skills.
 practical information about international customs and conventions.
 preparation for the TOEIC® exam.
 quizzes to monitor progress.

Oxford Online Placement Tests,
taken by over a million students,
now on TeachCast with Oxford

Testing students’ English levels is quick
and easy using either the Oxford Online
Placement Test, …



… or for 7-12 year olds,
the Oxford Young
Learners Placement Test.


Both tests are taken online.

Automatically marked, the tests give accurate, reliable, and
instant results that can be used to assign students to the
right level of language course.
The Tests were pretested and piloted by thousands of students worldwide
to validate the results. Today, over a million people have taken an
Oxford Online Placement Test, providing fast and accurate results that
ensure students are assigned the right course for their level.

Together, we have created
TeachCast with Oxford…

Eleutian Technology
Teaching the world English, with the world’s best teachers
Eleutian Technology is the industry leader of online language instruction
for global business and education entities.
Eleutian teachers are certified by their local Board of Education in the
US as licensed educators. Many are TESOL certified. In addition to their
teaching credentials, Eleutian’s teachers must complete a rigorous thirtyhour training course focused on methods for teaching English as a second
language and teaching online.
Eleutian’s effective teaching methods have already earned endorsements
from many world-class organizations including: Oxford University Press,
The British Council, Nagase Corporation of Japan, Kingsoft of China, Seoul
Digital University of Korea and more. Eleutian is also an active partner with
many corporations and schools in the development and delivery of custom
English learning programs.

1
Oxford University Press
Changing lives through education and innovation
Oxford University Press is a department of the University of Oxford, and
the world’s largest university press. It invests only in education, and is
committed to providing quality learning materials that meet the needs
of students of all ages, interests and language levels.
Oxford University Press courses are used by millions of people to help
them achieve the level of English they need to meet their learning goals.
TeachCast with Oxford now makes three of its highly successful English
language teaching courses accessible to children and adults worldwide.
Believing that education changes lives for the better, its aim is to
work closely with teachers, institutions and leaders in Education and
Technology to create the best possible environment for learning English.

You can learn more about TeachCast with Oxford and view sample
lessons on our website at www.teachcastwithoxford.com
© 2015 Oxford University Press

Contact us at teachcastwithoxford@oup.com
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Find out more about TeachCast with Oxford

